ATS ONLINE MARKETPLACE
RELEASE NOTES
VERSION: 2014.09.06

ENHANCEMENTS
General






New Store_Settings
o ConfigPreviousReceiptDays – This setting controls the number of days receipts will display on the
previous orders page. When restricted with this setting there is also a link at the bottom of the page if
someone wants to see all of their previous transactions. (CW18340)
o LBLViewAllOrdersButton – This setting controls the label on the button to view all previous transactions
on the MyOrders.aspx page when limiting the default number of transactions to be displayed
(ConfigPreviousReceiptDays). (CW18340)
Orders and registrations will both store the credit card authorization code in the Orders table as well as the
Trans table. (CW18761)
Wildcards are allowed for coupons in the ‘Restricted to Product’ field. Wildcard allowed is asterisk (*).
(CW18538)
Enhanced coupons to allow for the entry of the name of a SQL view that identifies the ID’s allowed to use this
coupon. Enter the name of the view in the ‘Ship To ID Restriction’ field. (CW18272)

Orders


Enhanced stored procedure pricing for products. Your stored procedure can now include up to 3 parameters;
the first is the price, second would be the ‘reason’ and third is the ‘description’. For example, you create a
stored procedure to give students a discount on a particular book. The ‘reason’ will be stored in the
Order_Lines.NOTE field and the ‘description’ will be appended to the Order_Lines.DESCRIPTION. You could use
the Order_Lines.NOTE to trigger a Task Centre task. If you only use one parameter in your stored procedure it
will be the price, if you two it will be price and ‘reason’ and if you use three it will be price, ‘reason’,
‘description’. (CW18550)

RESOLVED ISSUES
General


Corrected an issue that prevented the use of a DUES coupon when also using the DUES_ROLLUP functionality.

Events


Corrected an issue where an error would be displayed if the text in a survey question field exceeded the
allowable number of characters (512).
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Corrected an issue with missing contact information such as email was not being written for event registrations
(18667)

Billing








Corrected an issue where kitted dues items would not display properly if DUESPRODUCT_ALWAYS_SHOW was
not selected.
Corrected an issue when adding dues to the cart and the ‘Advance Start Month as of’ equaled todays date then
the dues items would be removed from the cart.
Corrected issue with adding a second subscription AFTER adding a subscription coupon.
Corrected issue for subscription coupons when the ’Max Uses Per Product’ code is greater than 0.
Corrected an issue where voluntary dues items were not calculating special pricing.
Corrected an issue when using DUES_ROLLUP the summary page total displayed incorrectly.
Modified web services to not require that a member type have a default product code set in the billing code
list.
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